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A Critical Examination of the Supreme Court's Contentious
Conservative
by Hansen Alexander
Features Editor

If the guy next to
you in a bar took a couple
swigs of his beer and declared that nine people
randomly selected from
the Kansas City telephone
directory could decide
when life is worth living as well as the United
States Supreme Court, you wouldn't think it was
such a big deal.
But this comment wasn't made in a bar.
It was made in Cruzan v. Director, Missouri
Department of Health, by an Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court, Antonin Scalia.
"Scalia's lack of civility on the Court is
disturbing," said Dean Harry Wellington in a 1997
interview.
Scalia's pugnacious discourse is a symptom of the larger breakdown of civility in Washington, which cannot be measured along ideological lines. For example, Scalia did not attend
the public funeral of his colleague William
Brennan, a liberal republican, at St. Matthews
Cathedral in Washington last summer. The only
member of the Court's right wing who paid his
respect to Brennan was Clarence Thomas. And
the only conservative member of Congress
among the 1,000 mourners was Senator Orrin
Hatch of Utah.
Antonin Scalia's demeaning sarcasm for
many of the opinions expressed by his Supreme
Court colleagues, however, is contrasted by a
gregarious kindness for many other people with
which he comes into contact.
John Merlino, a 3L from Staten Island,
told ofScalia's old fashioned kindness in answering a letter. In an era when letter writing has

become all but extinct ,
Scalia, who maintains a hectic schedule of lecturing
when he is not working on
his cases, answered Merlino
with a personal letter within
two weeks.
David Weaver, another 3L, spoke of meeting
Scalia at a cocktail party.
Scalia put his arm around
Weaver and told him he had
enjoyed his visit to New
York Law School in 1996,
and looked forward to seeing the students here in the
future.
Nadine Strossen,
New York Law School professor and President of the
American Civil Liberties
Union, who is friendly with
and appears frequently with
Scalia on panel discussions
and debates, said that while
Scalia is very generous with
Scalia's pugnacious discourse is a
his time speaking with law
students and the public, he
symptom of the larger breakdown of
is fanatical in attempting to
civility in \Vashington, ,vhich cannot be
control what is written
about him.
measured along ideological lines.
· She gave as examples his angry response to a Fordham Law pated.
Scalia exhibits the traits of a European
journal request to publish remarks he had made
aristocrat:
Kindness to his inferiors and contempt
at the school and his visit to New York Law
School in 1996, where his visit was contingent for colleagues with different opinions. There
on his approval of the reporters who could cover are mixed viewpoints on how well Scalia actuthe Moot Court competition in which he partici-
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Mr. Worth Street
NYLS Alumni John Marshall Harlan 1899 - 1971
by Bert Ross

the man who was eulogized as having "good humor and gracious affection and kindly generosity; for sadness met without surrender, and weakness endured without defeat."
Born in Chicago on May 20, 1899, and
named for his famous grandfather, John Marshall
Harlan was from a long line of lawyerly stock.

Before entry in to New York Law School
Harlan joined the firm of Root, Clark, Buckner
& Howland. Emory Buckner, a partner in the
When the
firm, suggested Harlan prepare for practice in
weather's not too
New York with American training. Harlan engloomy and you're
rolled in New York Law School in 1923 and comnot dodging crazy
pleted the two year program in a single year. In
bike messengers and
1925, after passing the New
suicidal cabbies, you
York Bar, Emory Buckner
may have noticed the green sign on the comer of
took
him under his wing.
Worth and Church proclaiming the street that
From
1925-1927,
runs in front of New York Law School as "JusBuckner
was
United
States
tice Harlan Way." Who was John Marshall
Attorney for the Southern
Harlan?
District
of New York. He
Well, In addition to being an Associate
made Harlan the head of the
Justice of the United States Supreme Court for
Prohibition
Unit. Although
sixteen years, he was also a member ofNew York
Buckner's work was mostly
Law School's graduating class of '24. Justice
aimed at fraud, encounters
Harlan was known for his detailed reasoning, for
with
bootleggers
by
his firm adherence stare decisis, and for being a
"Buckner's
Boy
Scouts",
as
conservative voice on a Supreme Court emthey were dubbed by the press,
broiled in social change.
got most of the publicity.
Take a look at him. His picture hangs in
The Boy Scouts emB building in the collage chronicling the first l 00
barked upon a program of
years of New York Law School.
padlocking high-profile ManHis face, framed by several imposing lehattan clubs and restaurants
ga\ tomes, is ru.gh\ighted by the twink\ing eyes of
that served liquor. Harlan's
main job
His
w h i l e
His face, framed by several imposing
father was a
working
lawyer, his
with the
legal tomes, is highlighted by the
great-grandBoy Scouts
twinkling eyes of the man who was
father was a
was to prelawyer, and
pare cases
eulogized a·s having ··good humor and
his grandfaand guide
gracious
affection
and
kindly
generosity;
ther sat on the
t h e m
Supreme
through
for sadness met without surrender, and
Court for 34
t r i a I .
,veakness endured ,vithout defeat."
years.
Among
A t those contending Princeton, John Marshall Harlan was victed by the Boy Scouts were "Big Bill" Dwyer,
class president and received good, but not spec- a notorious Bootlegger, and the Mayor of
tacular grades. A Rhodes Scholar, Harlan received his basic legal training at Balloil College
continued on page 12
in Oxford.

Staff Editor

Introducing English novelist
Graham Swift

ashes are to be scattered into the sea from
Margate, a once-popular tourist spot on
England's southeast coast. One of the major peculiarities in the novel is that Jack's widow, Amy,
by Daniel Oertel
decides not to join the friends, and there is a
mystery involved in that.
You have been excited by the Spice Girls.
As in his previous novels, history is also
You saw "The Full Monty." You have heard
an important issue in Last Orders. Whereas in
about the resurgent theatre in the West End.
Waterland the dark and complex history of a famThese days not only London is swinging
ily is set against public events spanning more than
again--when it comes to music, dance, drama,
a century, it is World War II in Last Orders, or to
and literature, the entire British Isles rule.
be more precise: the North-African territory be·So does Graham Swift, England's most
sieged by the Germans, where two of the main
promising contemporary novelist. The 48 yearcharacters, Ray and Jack, meet.
old has composed six novels to date-Waterland
Almost half a century later Ray and the
and Last Orders were bestsellers in Europe. Unthree other guys are en route to Margate, carfortunately, Swift has been more of a critical than
rying Jack's ashes along in a shoe box.
commercial success in the US-but weren't the
All the characters recall their past, their
Beatles also already superstars when America
own history, and by that the reader gradually
was gradually starting to recognize them?
learns how their lives are linked together, how
In 1986, Mr. Swift was awarded the presthey all have their own bits and pieces of setigious Booker Prize, the English equivalent of
crets and unfulfilled dreams.
the Pulizer Prize, for his novel Last Orders, a
What makes Graham Swift's latest novel
story of an odd London quartet that starts out
unique and highly entertaining, besides the unon a peculiar journey with the ashes of their repredictable plot and his refreshingly witty tone,
cently deceased buddy Jack. And three years
are the different angles from which the story
before that, Waterland was made into a major
is told. Ray, the insurance clerk, does the lion's
motion picture starring Jeremy Irons.
share of narrating, but besides that, all of his
That his reputation for being one of
friends and also their wives and children narEngland's finest living novelists hasn't come
rate alternately.
through across the Atlantic is only because he
By this the reader never has the chance
keeps himself at a diligent distance from what is
to receive a coherent piece ofinformation and
known as "book chat," or, even more popular,
a chronological storyline. The readei; is com"writers' life chat," games that both the Ameripelled to keep the different information in the
English novelist Graham Swift
can and British tabloid press play.
mind to integrate it at a later point
I am sure some folks remem- " ... all rny real ,vriting is pen and ink. And
of the novel. At the end of the book,
ber how Swift's colleague Martin Amis
on top of the mountain, so to speak,
I think that ,vith a pen you can make little the reader will be able to put the
was cross-examined by public print for
having split up with his first wife. Not
story together like a jigsaw puzzle-,narks, little messages, for the next page,
that Mr. Swift refuses interviews, or,
which is an adventure and at times a
for \\'hat's corning ahead, ,vhich actually
like J .D. Salinger, keeps his address in
quite challenging experience.
secret-he simply is a person who gives
These structural aspects of Last
no computer can."
rare information about his personal life.
Orders as well as the fact that it deals
The jackets of his books, for example, reveal for all the later drafts and revisions. But all my with a journey on which a dead person is taken
nothing more than the fact that he lives and writes real writing is pen and ink. And I think that with somewhere, led an Australian literature profesin London.
a pen you can make little marks, little messages, sor to the notion that Mr. Swift's ideas were borSwift's career is straightforward. He for the next page, for what's coming ahead, which rowed from a renowned southern modernist
majored in English literature at Cambridge Uni- actually no computer can."
writer, Wtlliam Faulkner. The academic didn't call
versity and graduated after three years. Back then
His compelling novel Last Orders re- it plagiarism, but rather a "close imitation" of
he started writing his first short stories while volves around a group of cockney-speaking Faulkner's As I Lay Dying. Debate over debate
working part-time as a teacher, at a mental hos- lower-middle-class Londoners-a butcher, an ensued in the British press. The pros and cons
pital, and as a security guard. "All quite useful undertaker, a shopkeeper, an insurance clerk, and were exchanged-with not much result.
stuff for a writer, of course," mentions Swift. a car salesman.Every night the five friends meet
Mr. Swift had the last word on the issue.
When Waterland turned out to be such a suc- in a pub, which, as Ray,_ the insurance clerk, re- He acknowledged that "the basic story is the
cess, he could manage to concentrate fully on marks, is called "The Coach and Horses," but "it same, how the living deal with the dead, but it's
writing.
told very differently and such a story doesn't
ain't never gone nowhere."
And that's how his days look like now:
The novel begins with "last order," that belong to Faulkner or to me. "It belongs to all
"I would say that my writing day has a theory is, however, not concerned with drinking a last ofus."
and a practice," he says. "The theory is that I beer ofthe night, as you might think; it is a strange Editors note: Daniel Oertel is a literature stustart early, as early as 6:00 in the morning."
request by master butcher Jack Dodds, who had dent at Fordham University and at the Univer"It is a wonderful time of the day when recently died from cancer.
sity of Cologne, Germany
you cannot be interrupted, and ifl start that early,
Jack leaves behind instructions that his
by lunch time I can say to myself, 'I've done a
day's work,' and I can then go out to play. The
fact is if my morning work is going well, I don't
want to stop. If it's going badly, I want to carry
on or put it right. One discipline that I don't have ·
is the discipline of stopping." .
Swift's working methods are rather oldfashioned. He says that he still uses pen and ink
for his original composition.
"There is something about the flow of
ink, when it flows, which is good. I have a com- ·
puter and I certainly recognize the value of computers. They are wonderful for the final stages,
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Who's Who at NYLS
by Lisa Miller
Staff Editor

As ofMarch 27th I still had no luck getting an interview for my
March 27th deadline. I was .frantically running around the school with
my tape recorder trying to get someone to talk to me. After calling Dave
[Drossman] and telling him to cancel my column, I walked into the audio-visual control room which was overflowing with staff members and
students watching a boxing video. One of the boxers was New York Law
Schools own Dorothea Coleman of the Office of Information Technology. I immediately asked her for an interview and she declined. After
pleading with her, Dorothea granted me
the pleasure ofan interview. And a pleasure it was. She is one of the most balanced, insightful persons I have met in
law school. Foilowing is a portion of
our conversation:
Reporter
How long have you
worked at NYLS?
Coleman
Officially, 7 ½ years. I
thj.nk the law school is a good environment.

R
What are your interests outside
of work?
C
Outside of here my primary interest is my family. I have a three year
old son and a husband. Oh! and the
boxing thing.

relief you get from boxing has basically given
you a different perspective on life? The
school should add it to the list of required
courses!
C
Yes, definitely. Boxing is just like
life, really. The opponent could be anything.
Sometimes we prematurely make a judgment
about the "opponent" because ofits size, and
we count ourselves out. If you get in there and face the opponent, you
realize, hey, it's not so tough. For example, the girl I fought had two years
experience and was bigger. I was
impressed by her initially, but once
the fight began and I took all she had
to give and was still standing, I realized she wasn't so tough. I diminished my chances of winning before
the fight started because I was impressed with all the wrong things.
Had I focused on my own strengths
and skills that I developed, the decision would have been different.
Boxing is as tough a sport as is life.
You take a lot of hard shots but you
learn to deal with them through
blocks, bobs and weaves. If you
make .a mistake, you pay a hefty
pnce. Get up and try it again.

Boxing is as tough a sport as is
life. You take a lot of hard
shots but you
learn to deal ,vith
...
them through blocks, bobs and
,,leaves. If ...you make a
mistake, you pay a heft)' price.
Get up and tr)' it again.

R
How long have you been boxing?
C
Since July-I still have a lot
to learn.
R
You looked pretty professional on that tape. What was that
anyway?
C
That was 1998 Golden
Gloves Semi-Finals. It was my first
amateur bout and I made a lot of
amateur mistakes, but I didn't let it

get me down. What I want to do is
develop those mistakes into something positive. Next year I will win
the Gold Gloves.
R
What originally drew you
into boxing?
C
Thenatureofmyjob. Ideal
with many people and personalities.
At times it becomes very stressful-the boxing is a great release.
., It allows you to channel m~gative
energy into something positive.
Discipline and concentration are
also important ingredients.
R

So the discipline and stress

Several months • ago,
Dorothea and her co-workers
faced an opponent in the form
of "out-sourcing. " The Office
of Information Technology
(O/T) was separated from the
school and put under the control ofan outside computer company called Collegis. After
seven and a half years of loyal
service, Dorothea was faced
with a change in her role.with
the school.

R How did it affect you being
separated from the school?
C
At first I was pretty traumatized by being separated from the institution. I have always considered New York Law School an extension of
my family. When we were released it was like being kicked out of the
family. In the beginning I thought it would be bad for us, but that was
selfish thinking.
R
How do you feel about Collegis now?
C
I feel pretty comfortable with them. There are a lot of potential
opportunities for all ofus (OIT) with Collegis. The direction they want to
take the school is very good and many ·positive things have been accomplished since their arrival. They have greater things planned for NYLS in
the future.

On that note, our conversation ended. I walked away from the interview
with a new perspective on law school and life in general. Everything is a
matter of perspective. Change is good and if you just have the willingness
to get in the ring, you have won the hardest part of the fight.

The Republican Press and the·
Summer·of '67
by Hansen Aleunder
Features Editor
,

For the first time in its 130-year history, the Republican Party's
presidential candidate did not receive the support of the majority of
Amnerica's newspapers in 1996.
This historical fact of Republican dominance of America's editorial
may go a long way to explain the vicious pounding that President Clinton has endured from the press, and the quick exit from the 1988
presidential campaign made by Senator Gary Hart after reports ofhis adultery were made public.
Even before the creation of the Republican Party, a Democratic
President, Thomas Jefferson, was hammered by the Federalist press (ancestors of the Republicans) in the election
of 1800 because of his alleged affair with
a slave, Sally Hemmings. [&/.- See Pro-

pages

dent in President Clinton's circumstances would have been forced from
office, presumably by the press.
But is this so?
Let us contrast the way the press has treated the personal lives of
recent Democratic and Republican presidential candidates.
The 1980 presidential campaign gave us Senator Edward Kennedy
and Presiclent f unmy Carter on the Democratic side and Governor Ronald
Reagan and George Bush on the Republican side.
On the Democratic side, Senator Kennedy's personal life, replete
with detailed accounts of his adulteries and drinking, was a major campaign issue_. Jimmy Carter's off the record ·comment to The New York
Tunes during the election before, 1976, that he "had lusted in his heart,"
was widely discussed in the press, even though this former Naval Academy Midshipman and Baptist Sunday School teacher had never done anything more controversial in his life than grow pea-

nuts.

On the Republican side, Ronald Reagan
offered enough controversy in his personal life to
feed the frenzy of American gossip columnists.
Since the creation of the modem
Here was a former movie star whose sexual exday Republican Party, Democratic Presiploits were not a secret in Hollywood, who was a
dents Grover Cleveland, Franklin
divorced politician ( divorce was considered a seriRoosevelt, John F. Kennedy, Lyndon
ous political liability until recent times), who had
Johnson, and Bill Clinton have been maproposed marriage to his wife on the same night
ligned for their sex lives. Lincoln's visits
his marriage proposal to another woman was reto prostitutes and Eisenhower's life with
jected, whose bride was three months pregnant and
his wartime mistress have been convewho had a sexual reputation of her own in Hollyniently ignored.
wood, and who had weathered the biggest homoThe- idea, by the way, often resexual scandal in American political history when
peated on network talk shows, that Jack
eight male assistants resigned after reports of a
Kennedy's sexual exploits were unknown
weekend orgy during the summer of 1967 while
when he ran for president in 1960, is abhe was Governor of California. ·
solutely false. Rumors of Kennedy's sex
· Not a word of any of these facts was utlife were in fact widely discussed during
tered by the American press during the 1980 camthe '60 campaign.
paign. Nor did any reports of the Reagans'
One respected reporter,
exotic past filter into the 1984 campaign.
the late Henry Brandon of The
Only after Reagan's re-election in 1984 did
Since the creation of the n1odern da\"
Times of London, even went so
the report surface about an alleged White
Republican Party, Democratic
far as to suggest that these ruHouse tryst between the First Lady and Frank
mors about Kennedy's affairs
Sinatra.
Presidents Grover Cleveland, Franklin
gave him a virile image and
Senator Gary Hart's biggest mistake
Roosevelt, John F. Kennedy, Lyndon
helped to elect him.
was not cavorting with Donna Rice in 1988,
To be sure, Kenneth
but rather living with a Washington Post ediJohnson, and Bill Clinton have been
Starr's investigation is very seritor before 1988 when Hart and the editor
1naligned
for
their
sex
lives.
Lincoln's
ous indeed, as is the possibility
were going through separations from their
that Clinton committed perjury
wives. For it was the Post report, written by
visits to prostitutes and Eisenho,\'er's
by lying about a sexual relationthe editor/roommate, revealing other rela_life ,\'ith his \\"arti1ne n1istress have been tionships by Senator Hart in the separation
ship with Monica Lewinsky, although the probability of provperiod, that forced Hart out of the race, not
conveniently ignored.
ing a sexual relationship between
the Donna Rice scandal.
the President and Lewinsky
Governor Bill Clinton was greeted
seems to be growing more unlikely with each passing week.
in the 1992 snows ofNew Hampshire by charges that he had carried on a
Yet the harsh attacks, often based on the wildest, unfounded continuous and systematic 12-year affair with Gennifer Flowers. The press
innuenos and ruqiors, go back to the 1992 presidential campaign, and was not greatly impressed by the fact that Flowers had testified under
even before. Arkansas gadfly Cliff Jacobson, who played a major role oath in a 1989 lawsuit that she had never been sexually involved with
both in unveiling the Gennifer Flowers charges and encouraging Paula Clinton or by the fact that Flowers had lived for eight of the 12 years in
Jones, has waged a personal vendetta against Mr. Clinton for nearly a California, ( as a nondomiciliary of Arkansas), far away from Little Rock.
quarter of a century.
To its credit, the press did get all over Flowers when her tape
Republican partisans complained all winter that a Republican Presi-

fessor Gordon-Reeds book on that subject}

continued on page 7
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-The lender that
helps you bring
order to all your
law students'
financial needs.

I

Finding the right financing for your law
students doesn't have to be a trial. Not
when you rely on Key Education
Resources~ We offer a full range of
educ.ation financing products, making
it easy to help students earn _their
degrees. Call our School Administrator
Hotline today. We're certain you'll
return a·favorable verdict.

recordings of conversations with Clinton proved to be doctored.
But the doctored tapes did not spare the Arkansas Governor the
weekly "character" evaluation by network correspondents or prevent the
circulation of increasingly lurid stories of Hillary Rodham Clinton engaging in wild lesbian affairs.
The spirits of the Clinton campaign were nevertheless lifted one
week before the 1992 election when Barron's reported that an SEC investigation into possible illegalities in Mexic9 of George Bush's company,
Zapata Oil, was abruptly stopped when Bush became Vice President, because the files were mysteriously destroyed.
The reaction to the Barron's story, however, was as if somebody
had passed gas in church. The establishment press simply would not touch
the story. Clinton must have known at this moment that, if elected, he was
in for a rough presidency.
In 1996 the Republicans offered a ticket where both candidates ·
had controversial pasts. Senator Bob Dole had committed adultery. Jack
Kemp had been named as a participant in the California homosexual scandal of '67 by some of the Reagan aides who had resigned. Kemp, at the
end of his professional football career with the Buffalo Bills at the time,
was a volunteer Reagan aide in the off season.
Conservative New York Times columnist William Safire had dared
the Democrats (or his. fellow members of the press for that matter) to
mention the rumors about Kemp's participation in the homosexual orgy.
No one accepted his dare. The Washington Post, on the other hand, was
ready to publish its story about Senator Dole's adultery.
The Post, an arguably liberal paper with a close relationship with
President Johnson, but which had feuded endlessly with Jimmy Carter and
which had demonstrated no reluctance in putting an end to Senator Gary
Hart's career, or in reporting every rumor about the Clintons, agonized
over whether to run the story on Dole's adultery.
With only one week to go in the 1996 campaign and rationalizing
that a story about Dole's adultery would not really matter in the campaign
with Clinton so far ahead in the polls, the Post decided not to publish the
story.
In the context of the continued coverage of Clinton's sex life, it is
hard to justify the Post ·decision not to publish an account of Dole's adultery, or even allude to the rumors about JackKemp's alleged foibles in the
summer of '67.
Editor's Note: Hansen Alexander, a Democrat, worked/or President Clinton in the 1992 campaign and served as a scheduler for the
president's family during the 1993 inaugural.
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Bawyers v.

Doctors

by Brian Counihan
th
I was sitting on a bar stool in a local pup the other day sipping a yers, yet how many 18 Century doctors can you name?
Lawyers have to think analytically, while doctors only memorize
Halfn' Half when I overheard a conversation between two cheesy young
and
practice.
Lawyers can be creative, while doctors are stifled and limwannabe Manhattanites with Rachel from Friends old haircuts. Over their
trendy blue cocktails, they were discussing the one woman's doctor boy- ited by what bthey can do with their imagination. Doctors and lawyers
friend while bad-mouthing the former lawyer boyfriend. The one with the both save lives, yet doctors get all the glory. I don't know why this is the
doctor boyfriend was grinning from ear to ear and this forced me to pon- case, because Law & Order, The Practice, and Ally McBeal are just as
popular asE.R. and Chicago Hope. Not every doctor isa world renowned
der the public's perception of the medical and legal professions.
life saving brain surgeon, yet there
For all of you who feel
are
no really good doctor jokes.
socially inferior to doctors lisThere is an upside and a
ten up. Doctors are just like
For all of you \\'ho feel socially inferior to
downside
to both professions, but
auto mechanics, both necessary
you rarely hear the adjectives
doctors listen up. Doctors are just like auto
for human existence and not dis"sleazy" or "dirtbag" attached to a
similar. The human body is like
1nechanics, both necessary for hu1nan
doctor. Even, Lionel Hutts, Esq.
a car. All you have to do is study
seems more believable than Dr.
existence and not dissilnilar. The hu1nan
where everything is and when
Nick
Riviera. [Ed.- Both are charsomething breaks, replace it, fix
body
is
like
a
car.
All
you
have
to
do
is
study
acters on the cartoon The
it, or remove it. Prescribing
Simpsons]
\\'here
everything
is
and
\\'hen
something
medicine isn't rocket science
Our ambulance chasers are
either (we're all inferior to
breaks, replace it, fix it, or re1nove it.
equivalent
to their plastic surgeons.
rocket scientists). It is like deReal estate law seems just as bortermining what kind of to use
ing
as
podiatry.
Our
tax
lawyers
are
similar in scope to their proctoloin winter.
Lawyers, on the other hand, control the interactions of people. gists. We have Johnnie Cochran and they have Jack Kevorkian.
Maybe I'm just jealous because nobody is going to take their clothes
Humans are social beings, and the more we interact with one another, the
more trouble we get ourselves into. Lawyers are there to straighten things off in my office. There are no sexual implications to playing lawyer as a
out, give advice, and take precautions, so we stay out of trouble in the kid. The moral of the story is to take pride in what you are embarking
future. Lawyers help when we kill each other and when we buy things upon because in the end if either of us [lawyers or doctors] gets into
from each other. The law is the backbone of a civil society, and·the most trouble we need each other. We have to co-exist peacefully, yet start
noble participants are the lawyers who dedicate their lives to studying, making up some doctor jokes and mention the mechanic thing to the grinarguing, and interpreting that law. Our Founding Fathers were all law- ning bimbo in bars.

oil

Citylaw Breakfast
April 24, 1998
Featuring ·Betty Gotbaum

Executive Director, The NewYork Historical Society
"The New-York Hostorical
Society: Its Preservation and
Future"
RSVP at (212)431-2100 Ext. 2115

Editor-in-Chief
Position is Available
·-on the 1998-99

Reporter
Call 212-431-2100
Ext. 4202 for more
information
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Scalia Dissected, continued from page 1
ally gets along with his colleagues. Professor
ginia, as the Supreme Court st~ck down single- Jones, Day, Cockley & ~eavis, representing maStrossen, a liberal civil libertarian who shares the
sex education at Virginia Military Institute, "The jor corporate clients such as General Motors,
conservative Scalia's passion for the opera, clasCourt today... relies on a series of contentions Westinghouse, and Sherwin-Williams, Scalia
sical music, and good wine, se.es Scalia's relathat are irrelevant or erroneous as a matter of joined the faculty at the University of Virginia
tionship with the rest of the Court quite benignly.
law."
Law School in 1967, teaching contracts, comOthers detect a particularly icy distance between
When the Court incorrectly referred to mercial law, and comparative law.
Scalia and fellow conservatives Sandra Day
"the Charlottesville campus" of the University
In 1971 he took a leave of absence to
O'Connor (whose opinions Scalia has harshly
of Vrrginia, where Scalia began his teaching ca- join the Nixon Administration, an administration
attacked in many cases), David Souter, and Anreer, he could not resist this condescending dig: firmly committed to rolling back the liberal pothony Kennedy.
"The Court, unfamiliar with the Commonwealth's litical and legal developments that had taken hold
Justice Scalia believes that law should be
policy of diverse and independent institutions,· in the United States since the Great Depression.
narrowly defined and rule-based, a liberal idea
and in any event careless of state and local tradi- He became general counsel in the Office of Teleof the Enlightenment period in 17th and 18th
tions, must be forgiven by Virginians."
communications Policy at the White House.
century Europe, in the view of political philosoScalia's loose tongue has provided .libIn 1974, Scalia was named Assistant Atpher Richard Brisbin, author of the recently puberal writers with their most enjoyable target since torney General at the Department of Justice, in
lished book, Justice Antonin Scalia and the ConDan Quayle. If one of them has not taken a shot charge of th~ Office of Legal Counsel, drafting
servative Revival.
at Scalia today it is probably only because he opinions for Attorney General Edward Levi.
Like a chef who adores his own cookhasn't gotten up yet.
After the election ofJimmy Carter in 1976, Scalia
ing, Scalia is a lawyer who greatly adjoined the American Enterprise Institute,
mires his own opinions. His superioran ultra right-wing think tank.
Like a chef \\'ho adores his o,\'n
ity complex is woven through his opinFrom 1977 through 1982, Scalia
ions. He taunts the logical or legal incooking~ Scalia is a la\\·yer "·ho greatly wrote mostly political articles, as he went
consistencies of his colleagues with
from American Heritage to Chicago and
achnires his o\\·n opinions. His
relish and amusement. Although
Stanford, two law schools known for
NYLS professors cringe when they
superiority corn plex is \\'O\'en th rough
their conservative political bents. Scalia's
hear the idea, Scalia exhibits all the
articles, says Richard Brisbin, advocated
his opinions. He taunts the logical or
attributes of a sophist, the ancient
that government should not interfere in
teachers of philosophy and rhetoric
legal inconsistencies of his colleagues
private sector choices about human rewho were skilled in clever and somelations, employment, and the education
\\'ith relish and a1nusen1ent.
times fallacious reasoning.
of children.
Scalia also shows a disturbing
In 1982, President Reagan nomitendency to play fast and loose with statistics.
Hero to a generation of conservatives nated Scalia to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
During his 1996 Moot Court appearance here,
who currently maintain a Web Site on the Internet District of Columbia Circuit. Scalia was nomiScalia stubbornly refused to acknowledge his
to praise him, Scalia was born in 1936 in Tren- nated to the Supreme Court in the summer of
incorrect assertion on the the number of states
ton, New Jersey. His mother was a schoolteacher 1986 and was confirmed by the Senate 99-0.
holding suicide to be an indictable crime when
and his father became a professor of Romance Scalia is the first bearded Justice since Charles
confronted with the actual numbers by ProfesLanguages at Brooklyn College. His uncle, a dis- Evans Hughes, former NYLS professor, and chief
sor Strossen and 3L LisaFerlazzo, a student who
trict attorney, was active in local Democratic justice from 1919-1934.
argued for assisted suicide in the competition.
politics.
Since joining the Supreme Court in 1986,
In his impassioned dissent in Romer v.
Scalia, unlike his uncle, would be active Scalia has been known for his well-written, inEvans, the Supreme Court's most far-reaching
in Republican politics; and not just Republican tellectually stimulating, conservative, biting opinrecognition of homosexual rights, Scalia cited a
politics, but conservative Republican politics.
ions, particularly his caustic attacks on abortion,
1992 New York Times poll regarding the numScalia's conservatism and reverance for homosexual rights, the right of doctors to hasber of homosexuals in the United States. Not only
literal meanings have been variously attributed ten the death of critically ill patients, and crimidid the poll absurdly underestimate the percentto the influence of his father's work with linguis- nal defendants.
age of gays in the populace, but more importic texts, the influence of pre-Vatican II Catholic
An opera fan, Scalia's opinions are laced
tantly, the accuracy of the poll had been immediteachings in his childhood, and the influence of with melodramatic metaphors. When the Court
ately and explicitly discounted by the polling orconservative political theorists he met at Harvard held that a prayer at a high school graduation
ganization the very day it was published.
Law School.
was unconstitutional, Lee v. Weisman, 505 U.S .
But much of the time Scalia is just plain
Scalia's nostalgia for the past in unmis- 577 Scalia wrote "As its instrument of destruc'
'
insulting. Since many of the insults have been
takable. "We indeed live in a vulgar age," he tion, the bulldozer of its social engineering, the
edited out of the Constitutional Law casebooks,
wrote in 1992. Like his conservative Supreme Court invents a boundless, and boundlessly maScalia's opinions appear much milder and more
Court colleague, ChiefJustice William Rehnquist, nipulable, test of psychological coercion."
reasonable in tone than they really are.
Scalia's judicial decisions are less a result of philoAnd commenting on a case in which the
A flavor of Scalia's contentious comsophical conservatism than a reaction against the Court invalidated a holiday nativity display,
ments about his liberal colleague William Brennan
civil liberties-minded Warren Court.
County of Allegheny v. American Civil Liberties
appeared in a footnote in Burnham v. Superior
In a sense, Scalia was groomed like a Union. Greater Pittsburgh Chapter, 492 U.S. 573,
Court of California (where the Court allowed
thoroughbred race horse to take a conservative Scalia said, "I find it a sufficient embarrassment
California to serve a visiting, nondomiciliary husseat on the Supreme Court. Graduating first in that our Establishment Clause jurisprudence reband in a divorce proceeding), when Scalia wrote,
his class at Saint Francis Xavier Military Acad- garding holiday displays ...has come to 'requir[ e]
"The cases cited by Justice Brennan ... do not reemy in New York City and Georgetown Univer- scrutiny more commonly associated with intemotely support his point."
sity in Washington, D.C., he was note editor of rior decorators than with the judiciary."
An unhappy observer of gains made by
the law review at Harvard.
American women in the last generation, Scalia
After six years at Cleveland's largest firm,
continued on page 18
offered this bitter dissent in United States v. Vrr-
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A FAREWELL TO
·HARMS
thority and demonstrated good networking skills.
position that the NYLS administration took durBut then you looked back on it and wondered
ing those years. Back in the 1990s, I recall that
whether that had been your downfall in life, or
an attempt was made to increase alumni awareThe deathly breakfast sat ~oldly in the whether the downfall had resulted from an in- ness and participation in school activities and to
cbmprehensible system that required you to be
mourning cafeteria in those days.
create stronger bonds with alumni and students
at\school
from 9 to 9 in order to meet some reIt was the tum of the century.
by sending the newspaper to alumni via mail serquirement that you had to have so many classes
It was long ago.
vice. [Back then we still had a mail system
The classes tended to put you to sleep on so many consecutive days before 6 p.m. or whereby documents written on paper were acand you survived honestly and bravely and with after 6 p.m. or not on Saturday or Su~day.
tually delivered by hand to the recepients].
Like the doctor who took the cowardly
great courage with either the outlines you bought
But alas, that attempt was foiled by a
at great expense in the bookstore or the ones way out and committed suicide, our courage did short-sighted administration concerned only
~ou conned out ofyour friends with vague prom- not always manifest itself in line with the statute about keeping their jobs and not improving the
i~es of future favors; but you were young and of limitations, and we watched without protest ~chool (They all lost their jobs in the year 200 I
vigoro~s and ate many pizzas and drank many as professor "A" advertised a state of sexual avail- m the "great purge" ofNYLS administrators for
expensive beers at neighborhood bars and were ability in class, as professor "B" used an advi- their consuistent and repeated failure to address
often revived from your boredom and hangovers sory position to improve dating prospects, and student concerns such as computerized grading
by the loud talking in every nook and cranny of the bullshit all hit the fan on Saturday night at and phone-in registration--that was just before
Blackacre.
Mendik Library. ·
the Chinese war).
In between the commutBut after the turmoil the
ing to and from the noncampus
school had increased ten foid in
and the endless flyers to join this
Yes, the eggs \\·ent cold. The classroo,ns
enrollment, permitting it to puror that, or to pay money to sign
chase both towers of the World
reeked of too 1nuch heat or too 1nuch cold.
up for this or that, which would
Trade Center for dormitory
raise your grade to an A, money
The grading resernbled an Atlantic City crap
space, at last creating a true camback guaranteed, you once in.-a
pus. Its Center for New York
garne on a rainy afternoon in !\lay. The
while found time to actually study
City Law and its Center for New
the rules of law.
cornputers broke down. The professors talked
York State Law drew the best
Once you practiced in the
law students from the Empire
too fast. The alumni \\'ere even rnore pissed
real world you came to the disState.
turbing realization that you could
off about the school than \\'e \\'ere. Trulv. And
Since the faculty eventuquickly forget the rules of law
ally consisted only oflvy League
it "·as all a long time ago.
since they were all listed accuprofessors, the school instituted
rately and truly and in good taste
an Ivy League curve and everyanyway on Lexis and Westlaw and those thick
one got an A+ in every course. The
You used a lot of
,':(
volumes gathered dust in your office. What you
exception was legal writing, where
kept on your bookshelves in those post El-Nino people in those days to get ·
"" the school finally abandoned any atyears were old clippings of writing contests in ahead . Unfortunately, as the
V
tempt to give any grades. The Dean
Alabama and scholarships for Minnesota resi- years went by your troubles
then appointed a· commission to
mounted and this simple
dents.
study the matter. Fifty-six years
What really amazed you as the years went method of solving problems
later the commission still studied the
by was that nobody ever got impeached in those failed miserably. Worse, the
problem.
controversial tum-of-the-century days, either at people you used seemed to
Too much sentimental dreaming,
the White House or in the Office of Academic come back into your life at
though, was no way to end a hard
the worst possible time, like
Affairs.
day ofreminiscence. No. This was New York. A
And Jim Crow's ghost
It's true that despite your grace under Hamlet'.s ghost.
tough, c.ompetitive, pissed.off town with a lot of
pressure in the courtroom, not to mention at your walked the basement corridor.
~alented, pissed off lawyers. Too many hard days
But positive changes had occurred over
m-laws, you still had nightmares of the humiliam the office had passed and too many hard nights
tion of searching for your grades with all your the years, too. The school newspaper, sometimes at Stan's.
fri~nds standing around next to you, of your deficient with typos in the old days, had become
Yes, the eggs went cold. The classrooms
pnnter breaking down the night before major typo-free and hence much more prestigious, if reeked of too much heat or too much cold. The
writing _assignments were due, of trying to make ~ot m?~e entertaining, when the school required grading resembled an Atlantic City crap game
an appointment with a professor, of realizing a its editmg to be conducted by a committee of on a rainy afternoon in May. The computers broke
semester too late that it's not the cases you're law review editors, retired deans and federal down. The professors talked too fast. The alumni
judges.
'
really reading but the rules.
were even more pissed off about the school than
I remember that this was a welcome
You kissed a lot of ass in ~hose days; it
we were. Truly. And it was all a long time ago.
was the thing to do and ~bowed respect for au- change from the hard-line repressive anti-student
by Hansen Alexander and David Drossm~n
Retiring Staff
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·Mr. Worth Street, continued from page 3
Edgewater, New Jersey, who was convicted of 1928, John Marshall Harlan married Ethel set out the objections best: "Judge Harlan ...
facilitating the landing of liquor on New Jersey Andrews, and together they had a daughter, Eve. has been on the Nationat Advisory Council of
shores.
He continued with the firm of Root, Clark, the Atlantic Union since 1952. The Atlantic
Of the high profile cas~s on which he Buckner & Howland, and his reputation in the Union is dedicated to the abolition of the
worked, perhaps none was as showy as the pros- legal community steadily increased.
United States... because [it] is to formulate and
ecution of Earl Carroll. Carroll, a Broadway
In 1941, Emory Buckner died, and Harlan weld a single nation out of the British comproducer, organized what was described as an became the chief trial lawyer for Root, Clark, munity and the United States."
"all night bacchanalian orgy." The party featnred Buckner & Howland. In this capacity, he conThe Atlantic Union had, as one of its
two jazz bands, tables loaded with food, and tinued to distinguish hio:iself as a litigator. tenets, the aim of transferring some powers of
several vats filled with "iced liquid."
Harlan's practice was one of unusual range and the National government to the Union govThe evening's true highlight came at 4:00 complexity. He represented famous clients in- ernment. This naturally caused great constera.m., when gentlemen in attendance were invited cluding former heavy-weight boxing champion nation to the Judiciary Committee. It did not
to fill their glasses from a tul>---possibly filled Gene Tunny, and the eccentric Miss Ella Wendel, want to nominate a man to the post of a Suwith champagne-but definitely filled with the whose extensive fortune was the subject of a mul- preme Court Justice who could potentially denaked Miss Joyce Hawley who was nickstroy America! Harlan made it clear
named "the bathtub Venus" at Carroll's
to
the committee that he joined the
On a court e111 broiled in rapid social
trial.
Atlantic Union without full knowledge
and political change. he was a
Carroll vehemently denied any
of its aims, and specifically rejected
wrongdoing in front of two grand juthem.
restraining force; a conser,·atiYe
ries. He claimed that there was no alcoWhen the roll was finally called
conscience to a highly actiYe Court .
hol in the tub and, furthermore, there was
on March 17, 1955, Harlan was conno naked lady bathing therein. Because
firmed 71 to 11 with 14 Senators not
his testimony was refuted, Carroll was subse- titude of claimants, at least one of whom was voting. John Marshall Harlan formally took
quently charged with perjury.
eventually convicted of fraud.
his seat as Associate Justice of the Supreme
At trial, Harlan was unable to positively
When America joined World War II, Court on March 28, 1955.
prove that the liquid in the bathtub was alcoholic Harlan joined up as well. He became the head of
During his sixteen year tenure on the
in nature. The certainty of prosecution thus the Operational Analysis Section of the Eighth Court, Justice John Marshall Harlan had, much
hinged on the testimony of the "bathtub Venus" Air force, whose mission was to furnish advice as his famous grandfather, the reputation of a
and her testimony that she was indeed naked in on bombing operations to the Commanding Gen- "great dissenter."
the tub. Harlan faced the further problem that eral. For his war efforts, Harlan was awarded
On a court embrni\ed in rapid socia\
Miss Hawley was not an entirely credible witthe United States and political change, he was a restraining force;
ness. Her employer
Legion ofMerit and a conservative conscience to a highly active
card at the theater listed
the Croix de Guerre Court. In addition to his firm adherence to
her as a "D.D."-or
of Belgium and stare decisis, Justice Harlan held the conser.-\t trial. Harlan ,vas
Dumb Dora. A "D.D."
France.
vative view of the Supreme Col,lrt's role in the
unable to positiYely proYe
could neither sing nor
When the war fed.eral system. His theory offederalism could
dance, but still qualified
ended, Harlan re- be viewed as rooted in a skeptical view of the
that the liquid in the
as a "showgirl."
turned to private ability of courts to preserve a free society, or
bathtub ,nts alcoholic in
However dispractice, and was even to do much that is useful in this respect.
reputable the tag of
again
recognized as As he once stated himself: "the men who wrote
nature. The certainty of
"showgirl" was to a
a leader of the New the Constitution recognized with unmatched
prosecution thus hinged
blushing ingenue in the
York Bar. From political wisdom, that true liberty can rise no
1920s, this was not
1951-1953, he re- higher or be make more secure than the spirit
on the testimony of the
Miss Hawley's main
turned to public of a people to achieve and maintain it."
··bathtub \"enus~~ and her
problem with credibilpractice and acted
Justice Harlan's tenure on the bench
ity. Harlan was conas chief counsel for was a testament to the precision and detail he
testin1onY that she \\·as
fronted, on the eve of
the New York brought to his entire legal career. His analytiindeed naked in the tub.
her appearance at trial,
Crime Commission cal and judgmental powers were at their peak
with the fact that after
Board. The. Board as he neared the end of his term 1971 . In
initially giving her name
was created By Cohen v. California, a petitioner was convicted
as "Joyce Hawley" and
Governor Thomas E. Dewey to investigate the of "maliciously and willfully disturbing the
her age as 21, she claimed that her name was relationship between organized crime and gov- peace" by appearing in the Los Angeles County
actually Teresa Daugelos, and that she was only ernment. In January, 1954, Harlan was nomi- Courthouse with a jacket with the words "Fuck
seventeen. After some quick work, Harlan was nated to the United States Court of Appeals for the Draft" on it. Harlan's opinion, reversing
able to secure an copy of the "bathtub Venus"' the Second Circuit, l;mt served there for less than the lower court, said: "The Constitutional right
birth certificate proving that she was, in fact, the a year. Ori November 8, 1954 at the age of 55, of free expression is powerful medicine in a
seventeen year old Miss Daugelos. The resolu- John Marshall Harlan was nominated to the Su- society as diverse and populous as ours. It is
tion of the trial was, at best, a only a partial suc- preme Court by Dwight Eisenhower.
designed and intended to remove governmencess. Harlan was unable to prove the liquor
Harlan's nomination to the country's tal restraints from the arena of public discuscharges against Carroll, but Buckner's Boy highest bench was delayed somewhat during the sion, putting the decision as to what views shall
Scouts won conviction when the jury found that hearing process. The committee received nu- be voided largely into the hands of each of us,
the producer lied to the Grand Jury not once, merous letters in opposition to his nomination, in the hope that use of such freedom will ultibut twice, about the "bathtub Venus."
primarily surrounding his involvement with the
John Marshall Harlan's life as a public "Atlantic Union." The Maryland State Society,
continued on page 13
servant was put on hold when Emory Buckner Daughters of the American Revolution probably
finished his term as United States Attorney. In

·humming
by catboy
e.s.e.
puerto rico
.
so here i am in puerto rico with a drama student, a masseuse, a graphic
designer, a stripper, two grrrls from arizona, a grrrl from ohio, and a guy
named larry who's trying to start his own business. the stripper has a
teddy bear made out of mink, and when i hold it, it scares me. the masseuese
has been drinking, so she's talking.about spirituality and religion. one of
the gmls from arizona is in love, so she gets on the phone with her boyfriend and is done for the night. i have a cross-cultural conversation about
fashion with the other arizona gm~ and the ohio grrrl tells me
that the graphic designer is just her friend. "he's really just a
friend."
we go to a bar called dave s living room. charlie s angels and eric estrada posters are on the wall. the jukebox has
kool & the gang, harry white, etc. you get three plays for a
quarter and four drinks for seven dollars.
i buy three large colorful balls covered with stars. i
give one to the stripper and one to the grrrl from ohio. i bounce
my ball while i dance, and i play double catch with the ohio
gml as well. i stop thinking i think. people on vacation just
weird my out.
nyc
i eat an entire chocolate bar before getting on the subway, and i
have nothing to drink to wash it
down.
romance
i don't see this gml for five years,
and. then one night she stops by
for a visit. after we hang out for
a few hours, she
says: "i only came
to see you to examine how i was five years ago."
"yes," i say, "but i've changed and evolved like a normal
human being."
'<yeah," she responds, "that makes things more complicated."
partying
tamari throws a party at the sound factory one night. i attend, and mr.
haskeli accompanies me. although only i am on "the list," i tell the door-

.

·,

· guy that mr. haskeli is my bodyguard. the
'·· ·,.'::-.
door-guy believes me, and mr. haskeli gets
into the club for free as well. inside i meet a
guy named "starsky" and a grrrl who thinks
she is the statue of liberty.
the next morning i' m two hours late for a
reading, and the weather is horrible. i grab
a cab, and after i settle in, i announce: "i
hate everything." "no," the driver says, "you
hate new york."
regular people
.
at my favorite bar this guy in a greyhound uniform is drinking pretty heavily
and singing acapella. i ask the bartender,
"does that guy come in often?"
"he comes around once every three
weeks, and when he gets really ripped,
he runs up and down the bar yelling, 'go
greyhound!' i wouldn't want to be on
his bus tomorrow morning," he tells me.
subway gentleman
on the subway at 3am this elderly man
sits across from me and tries to speak to
me.
th en
he asks, "can i lick your asshole?" "no,"
i tell him. i'm not sure what to do.
should i yell? should.i get up and switch
cars (i am really tired)? does he have
any weapons with him? since i'm sufficiently disturbed by the comment, i
start wearing headphones. the headphones are large. they tune out the
noise, the people, and the reality. i' m
in my own movie with my
own soundtrack. i don't
look at anyone and i don't
hear anyone. i take the
headphones off, but i still
hear the music.

Mr. Worth Street, continued froni page 12
mately produce a more capable citizenry and more perfect polity... "
His health failing and nearly blind, Justice Harlan ended his career
on the Bench while in George Washington University Hospital. Diagnosed with cancer of the spine and hospitalized since mid-August, Justice
Harlan wrote President Nixon September 24rd, 1971, informing him of
his immediate resignation.
Through the last two months ofhis life, Justice Harlan was in great
pain and par~yzed on one side of his body. But through it all he remained
mentally active and keenly interested in the Court and the nominations
then underway. Finally, wracked with pain and barely able to communicate with those around him, John Marshall Harlan died on December 29,
1971, at the age of 72.
REFERENCES:
John Marshall Harlan: Great Dissenter of the Warren Court. Tinsley E.
Yarborough. Oxford University Press, 1992.

The Justices of the United States Supreme Court: Their Lives and Major
Opinions, Vol. IV. Leon Friedman & Frank L. Israel, Ed. Chelsea House
Publishers, 1997.
The New York Tlffies, Friday, September 24, 1970.
The New York Tlffies, Thursday, December 30, 1970.
The Supreme Court of the United States Nominations: Hearings and
Reports of Successful and Unsuccessful Nominations of Supreme Court
Justices by the Senate Judiciary Committee 1916-1975, Vol. 6. Compiled
by Roy M. Mersky and J Myron Jacobson. Wm S. Hein & Co., 1977.
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Spice World
by catboy
e.s.e.
Any movie about rock and roll is cool, and any movie with five
female protagonists is revolutionary. Spice World "cartoonizes" the Spice
Grrrls, satirizes their "world," and challenges pretentiousness. The film
mocks the ~usic industry, critics, politics, society, artists, and art. It encourages its viewers to take nothing on face-value and to lighten-up.
Moreover, Spice World pokes fun at the Spice Grrrls themselves and the
hype surrounding them.
Spice World is made for children, but like Sesame Street, adults
may appreciate the film on a whole other level. For example, the caricatures of the Spice Grrrls' manager, road crew, etc. are right on point.
Furthermore, the film is extremely colorful and quite tacky. It's a fun

movie overall.
The Spice Grrrls are a revolutionary, new and improved, and morefun version of the Beatles: They may not be "politically correct" per se,
but they are a definitely a step beyond Celine-''I'm everything I am because you loved me" -Dion. The Spice Grrrls do whatever they want, and
they are more entertaining and creative than the generic cock-rock which
gets repetitive air-play on American radio these days. Moreover, any- ·
thing that makes little grrrls say, "grrrl-power!!," is a good thing.
Put your daughters and sons in touch with grrrl-power. Let children know that they can grow up to be whatever they want to be. And
unless you're intent on growing old, you should see this movie too, and
laugh.
By the way, Spice Grrrl lollipops come in excellent packaging and
look really cool. My friend Pam told me that the lollipops taste very good
too.
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"What I need is a good defense,
'cause I'm feeling like a criminal,"
of the Garden, God (played by Fia Porter, '97),
by Bob Ward
Satan (second year Eric Chalif), two psychiatrists
Audio-Visual Manager
(third year Corinne Robinson and second year
Drew Sfouggatakis), and Lilith, Adam's first
sang out Eve (second year student, Bianca So=- wife, played by Professor Nadine Strossen._
prano) at the fourth historical-fictional, and now,
Adam (second year Fernando
biblical mock trial. ·
Bohorquez), was there
But singing and dancing like Fiona Apple of course, and did not
was not all Eve did. She opened the question exactly tum state's evisurrounding the _oldest alleged crime in history: dence as was expected,
The first especially when he sang
crime; "When a Man Loves a
f o r Woman in response to
which "Why did you do it?"
no trial And when he followed
' w a s it with, "I love you,

"Adam and Eve are of the same flesh - telling
Adam was telling Eve."
The question of mental competence also
arose: How could they know right from wrong
prior to eating of the Tree ofKnowledge of Good
and
Bad?
God's opinion
was that obedience is following orders and
commandments, not intelligence or
knowledge .
Both prosecution and defense brought
in psychiatrists
to
testify.
Adam, played by second year student Fernando Bohorquez
Defense's Psychiatrist (secProfessor Gerald
Leibovits as the Judge
ond· year Drew Sfouggatakis) said Eve was like
Eve," it became impossible an innocent child. prior to eating of the tree and
ever conducted; for which a woman was
for the prosecution to could not be held responsible, but prosecution
separate these two for the psychiatrist (third year Corinne Robinson) disgiven the law second-hand (from Adam)
jury and lay all the blame agreed and even gave some indication·that the
and was punished for all eternity, includon Eve.
ing all of her offspring (us), and, as an exTree of Knowledge acBut
tra whammy, all women would have pain
tually gave sexual
did
in child birth. Was this fair?
they
knowledge, because
present
a
The prosecution thought so, conthey already had to
strong prossisting of fourth year evening student Leah
have some rudimentary
ecution. Their
Wigren, second year Baruch Cohen,
knowledge in order to
first witness,
Heather Keane '97, and I. Brice Moses
survive.
Michael, the
'93, Together, they mounted an
As far as the secArc Angel who
attack that was straight-forward:
ond charge of solicitawas the arresting
"She knew the rules - she distion and enticing
officer, made his
obeyed."
Adam to eat and
statements. He A defense psychiatrist, played by second
The defense, consisting
thereby commit the
year student Drew Sfouggatakis
described the
of third year Aliaa Abdelrahman,
same crime commitcrime as he saw
third year Yvens Nelson, second
it.
year David Spiegelman, and
ted , the
Then, with thunder, light- question
Arnold Levine '93, said, "Hey
ning, a white cloud and a uni- w a s
wait, God didn't tell her directly,
verse of stars ( a very fancy raised of
and how culpable was she before
electrical backdrop), the whether
eating of the Tree of Knowlprosecution's star witness, Ad am
edge?"
God, entered. When pre- the _type
To decide, the jury, conHeather Keane, '97
as a Prosecutor
sented with a Bible for swear- ofmanto
sisting of the audience, listened
ing, she autographed it much be misled
to
some as an author might do when presented with their by
a
pretty im- book. But then she got serious, taking the oath woman.
pressive wit- of truth and began giving testimony as to how A l
nesses, Arc Adam and Eve both knew it was wrong to dis- though
A n g e 1 obey. Testimony turned to highly charged verbal he sang
The Reporter's catboy (Baruch
Michael wrestling however, on cross examination, as de- "When a
Cohen) as a prosecutor
(Raafat Toss fense counsel (adjunct professor and alumni, m a n
'95), who Arnold Levine '93) brought up questions of who loves a
threw exactly did God tell about the tree: "You didn't
Eve, played by second year
them out tell Eve directly?" To which God responded,
continued on page 17
student Bianca Soprano

Adam & Eve, continued from page 16
woman, she can do no wrong,"
enter Lilith, the first wife (Professor Nadine Strossen) to give conflicting testimony. "Adam, had to
be in-charge," according to Lilith,
"There was no way Eve could
have convinced Adam tc;> do anything he didn't want to do." After what could be called irreconcilable differences, she left Adam,
and was demonized by God.
It is reported that she was
created at the same time as

Adam, also from ~irt, who he is, he said, "I'm a friend to mankind, I'm
( some say from lesser there to help him, I'm that little voice that helps
valued dirt) and for this you do what you want to do, to get past the guilt
reason, God used a and have fun."
In the end after all the testimony, singing
piece of Adam (his rib)
and
dancing,
the jury found Eve Not Guilty of
to create Eve, so the
"cloning" wouldn't be either count with votes of 9 to 16.
rejected.
For the defense,
Satan came to give his
input to the problem.
"This is all a big misunderstanding." As for

But I could not tell from whence the rapping,
Tapping came from ... Evermore.

Anonymous
It 'twas a dark and dreary Monday
With endless classes stretching out before;
Torts and contracts and civ. procedure
Made me fearful," Evermore.
I hiked my books up flights of stairs
trudging up to the fifth floor.
I knew I would not last an hour
My need for sleep was Evermore.
I set my books upon the table
And thought sweet thoughts of dear Lenore.
She was safe, asleep in Brooklyn,
And need not waken on that distant shore.
The classroom filled up, and I pondered
"what's the chance that I'd be called on?"
It had not happened in days before.
I decided I would take my chances
And get some sleep there, Evermore.
The Prof then entered and the lecture started
. On some minutiae, what a bore!
The noise turned into ceaseless droning
And went on and on ... Evermore.
My eyes did flutter in exhaustion
My brain sought rest right then for sure.
I placed my head upon the desktop
To wait for sleep ... Evermore.
My synapses did shut down lightly
As I drifted off to some forgotten shore;
With dreams of glorious Tahitian sunsets
And Margaritas ... Evermore.
But then my nap was interrupted
By some small thing not there before ...
It was a light insistent rapping;
Rapping, tapping, Evermore.
I raised my head to find the source
Of this sharp noise so direct and pure ...

I thought, at first, it might be some late student
Gaining entry by the classroom door,
But through the window I saw no-one rapping,
No-one trying to seek the floor.
My brain was heated, it made me crazy
To hear this tapping more and more.
I thought of black birds lightly pecking
On my hollowed skull, Evermore!
Was I asleep and did not know it,
Still close at hand to sweet Lenore?
I did not think so ... I rode the "R" train
with its endless stopping ... Evermore!
No, I was a awake and not now napping
This incessant sound invaded my every pore!
It made me anxious, tense and nervous
And cut me to my very core!
From where did this sound so confounding
Over my frayed nerves so harshly pour?
Was it in the walls, or on the ceiling,
Or some small thing forgotten on the floor?
I surveyed my classmates with furrowed brow;
Had their hearing become so dulled and poor
that they could not hear this rapping, tapping
This aural madness ... Evermore?
Then, a question from a student.
The tapping stopped.
The silence was so clear and restful
Perhaps the noise would return Nevermore.
My mind relaxed. Yes, I would make it.
Once again to see my sweet Lenore.
I would take the "R" train back to Brooklyn,
My tired spirits began to soar.
But then the Prof talked on and the tapping
Started in faster than before!
The nightmarish clicking, clacking was more in-

sistent,
It had become a deafening roar!
My wild eyes they sought the clock;
Only five minutes to go 'til four.
If I could last those few slim seconds
I would be free ... Evermore.
Then, before my fevered brain snapped,
I discovered the source of this mental sore;
It was a LAPTOP madly clacking
With fingers flashing Evermore!!
A keyboard pacing with the lecture
Transcribing every nuance from the fore;
This noisesome clicking, pecking, ticking
Was what I had been hearing Evermore.
My mind cried out "please stop that noise;
Get pen and paper at the store!
Write your notes in blessed silence
As studen,t s did in days of Yore!!
"This laptop clacking is so distracting
Just leave the classroom I do implore;
And take your cursed laptop with you ...
mar not my studies Evermore!!"
Yet I did not cry out, and the lecture ended.
The tapping ceased and it was quiet as before.
I grimly watched, my jaw clenched tightly
As cables were removed, folded, and packed;
¥an, what a chore.
What can I do? Clicking keys are here to stay;
Handwritten notes are part of ancient lore.
How can I cope with this new distraction
And soothe my soul. .. Evermore?
Well, to keep my brain from fever,
I scour the classifieds with my sweet Lenore;
It's a clicking laptop I now seek
To take my notes on .. . Evermore.

Scalia Dissected,
Despite his self promoting theory of jurisprudence called textualism, which has been
analyzed extensively by legal scholars and which
will be discussed in this article, Scalia's biggest
influence on the Court may be in the area of burden shifting.
,
Scalia, like Rehnquist, realized quickly
that the surest method of undoing the Warren
Court's civil liberties legacy was to simply shift
the burdens around. Their burden shifting has sueceeded most famously in the areas of remedial
race legislation and the First Amendment's Religious Clauses.
_Many leading legal scholars believe
Scalia's Supreme Court opinions, seemingly so
rule based, are written in effect to mask the political nature of his jurisprudence. That might
explain some of the contradictions in Scalia's
opinions, such as his "liberal" sympathy for free
speech and his vigorous advocacy of a
defendant's Sixth Amendment right to face his
accusers, while he is generally antagonistic to
people arguing for individual liberties.
Professor Strossen and others, however,
think that Scalia's sympathy for free speech
merely indicates that he is a Darwinian, and believes speech is like the toughest animal in the
jungle: The fittest speech will survive.
Scalia is almost taunting, if not chilling,
when he dismisses those who wage battles for
civil liberties; " ... for individual rights disfavored
by the majority, I think there are hard times
ahead," he wrote in his book, A Matter oflnterp.retation.
Scalia's desire for rule-based law may be
a way to distance himself from the emotional guilt
or pain one would ordinarily feel for people who
have been injured when denied their constitutional rights. "Justice Scalia has no real sympathy or acceptance ofreal world problems," says
Professor Strossen.
For Scalia, the death penalty is merely "a
bloodless imposition of physical violence," writes
Richard Brisbin. Scalia's desire to appear rulebased, objective, non-legislative, compelled him
to invent his own theory of deciding cases. The
theory is called textualism.
The theory of textualism, as expounded
by Scalia, means a justice decides a constitutional
case by first examining the words of the U.S.
Constitution in the context of the issue under
discussion. To Scalia, the context includes historical criteria. Historical criteria includes both
English and American Common Law, treatises,
articles, constitutional records such as the Federalist Papers and accounts of the Constitutional
Convention of 1787. Scalia generally uses these
historical sources because they are more likely
to support his conservative views and reinforce
his opposition to changes in a modem world.
More recent historical traditions, such as
records of congressional debates or committee
hearings, are usually resisted by Scalia because
their very newness demonstrates, quite often, a

continued from page 10

break with tradition, or an expanded role for
government that Scalia opposes on principle.
Reflecting the Anglophile prejudices of
American conservatives, Scalia's historical criteria does not distinguish between English Common Law rights accepted by the Constitution's
framers and rights created in opposition to the
tramnatic British occupation of the Colonies,
such as parts of the Fourth and Fifth· Amendments, written with the haunting memory of the
arbitrary searches and seizures of Boston homes.
Scalia's textualism therefore ignores the
Revolutionary War and, as Justice William
Brennan suggested in a Michael H . v. Gerald D.
dissent, "acts as though English treatises and the
American Law Reports always have provided the
sole source of our constitutional principles."
Brennan in fact supplied one of the most
compelling arguments against Scalia's historical
origins method in Michael H . when he wrote,
"Even ifwe could agree, moreover, on the content and significance of particular traditions, we
still would be forced to identify the point at which
a tradition becomes firm enough to be relevant
to our definition of liberty and the moment at
which it becomes too obsolete to be relevant any
longer."
A strong argument against Sca\ia's overall theory of textualism was set forth last summer by Richard S. Arnold in volume 72 NYU L.
Rev. 267. Arnold, ChiefJudge of the U.S . Court
of Appeals for the Eight Circuit, wrote that the
Constitution's primary author, James Madison,
"ended up almost entirely negating the subjective intention of the delegates at Philadelphia as
a consideration of any importance in constitutional interpretation."
When Madison used the Constitution's
text later in life to argue for a particular policy
he invoked "what he saw as its overall plan,
'spirit,' or 'intention ... ' reference to 'intention'
seems to refer to the theme of the whole document rather than to what may have been in the
minds of its drafters," Judge Arnold wrote.
Scalia thinks that his decisions and his
theory of textualism exhibit judicial restraint, a
reluctance to make policy decisions that should
be made by the legislative branch of government.
Madison, on the other hand, worried
about legislative restraint because he considered
it the "most dangerous branch," according to
Judge Arnold. If the legislative branch represents
a majority view that is not moral or naturally just,
Scalia's view is tough luck for the minority, says
Richard Brisbin.
Scalia believes judicial restraint will promote a more vigorous and effective American
democracy. He thinks that judicial activism leads
to atrophy in the legislative branch of government.
Despite his theory of judicial restraint,
Scalia, who cares deeply about the effectiveness
of our democracy, fears that the legislative branch
may already have become too atrophied to do its

job. In A Matter of Interpretation, he wrote,
"Perhaps I overestimate the democratic vigor of
our institutions." "Or perhaps, because I am
usually addressing my remarks to the powerful
few themselves (those who belong to, or are in
training for, the legal elite), I am biased in favor
of majority control as the likely outcome, because
that is the only thing that will strike fear into their
hearts."
Scalia's judicial philosophy of textual ism
can be demonstrated in the area called due process. Part of both the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments to the Constitution, due process
guarantees that the government cannot take an
action against a citizen without providing the citizen with all the legal processes of American law.
In the 20th century the protection of due process has extended beyond the process itself to
specific acts such as a right to do certain things
with one's body. Abortion is an example.
In principle, Justice Scalia does not accept the extension of due process to specific acts.
Nevertheless when the Supreme Court evaluates
such acts, called "substantive due process," Scalia
uses his historical origins theory to examine
whether the person bringing the case can demonstrate that the government has deprived him
of a right historically and traditionally protected.
A punitive damages case, Pacific Mutual Life
Insurance Co. v. Haslip. provides the best case
to demonstrate Scalia's historical traditions
method . It is in this case that Scalia is most faithful to his method.
In Haslip. an insurance salesman misappropriated premiums sold to customers. The
Supreme Court upheld a punitive damages award
against Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company
that was more than four times the amount of
damages claimed by the injured party. Scalia
noted that "it has been the traditional practice of
American courts to leave punitive damages to
the discretion of the jury" where the evidence
satisfied the legal requirements for imposing
them. He wrote that the principle that juries may
impose a severer verdict than a strict line of compensation where gross fraud appeared, was set
down by the English expert on damages,
Theodore Sedgwick, in 1847, and has been followed ever since. Scalia concluded that, "In 1868,
therefore, when the Fourteenth Amendment was
adopted, punitive damages were undoubtedly an
established part of the American common law of
torts.
Scalia took umbrage at the other members of the Court, majority and dissenters alike,
who did not buy his theory that the common law
system of awarding punitive damages is so deeply
rooted in history that it is dispositive for due process purposes. "In my view," Scalia wrote testily, "it is not for the Members of this Court to
decide from time to time whether a process approved by the legal traditions of our people is

continued on page 19
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due process,
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analys1s to . e ctated by our precedents.·"
case was Ohio v. Aleron ·Center for Rmroducevid
.
~e mvoked the eminent English treatise
wnter S1r Edward Coke who traced the history
of due process as only a :procedural" rule all the
way ~ack to the ~agna. ~arta, signed by King
John m 1215. Scalia also mvoked the legal authorities Blackstone and Kent who maintained
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.
'
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ural only mterpretation was incorporated by the First Congress into the Fifth
Amendment.

.
The extra punishment concept of punitive damages seems close to the traditionalist
conservative heart of Scalia, the father of a Wes;
Point graduate, who, a'ccording to Professor
Strossen, says "Well, tough luck" often when he
is listening to petitioners before the Supreme
Court.
Scalia's theory oftextualism is least convincing when applied to abortion. Webster v.
Reproductive Health Services, in 1988, provided
Scalia with his first opportunity to lecture his fellow justices about abortion when the Court uphe~d several restrictions imposed on abortions by
Missouri, thus chipping away at Roe v. Wade,
the 1973 landmark case that gave women a fundamental right to have an abortion.
. While resisting an attack on abortion
through his textualist arsenal of methods, Scalia
wasted no time in insulting fellow conservative
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor's opinion, when
he wrote, "Justice O' Connor's-assertion ... that
a fundamental rule of judicial restraint requires
us to avoid reconsidering Roe, cannot be taken
seriously."
Equally biting was Scalia's footnote that
declared~ "Similarly irrational is the new concept
that Justice O'Connor introduces into the law in
order to achieve her result when the notion of a
state's interest in potential life viability is possible."
Rather than take solace in the erosion of"
Roe, or even restrict his insults to O'Connor
. Scalia tossed sarcasm at all the other member~
of the Supreme Court when he declared "I have
not identified with certainty .the first in;tance of
our deciding a case on broader constitutional
grounds than absolutely necessary, but it is assuredly no later than.Marbury v. Madison," which
was the Supreme Court's first major case.
The insult to his colleagues in his next
comment could not have been plainer, "Ordinarily, speaking no more broadly than is absolutely required avoids throwing settled law into
confusion; doing so today preserves a chaos that
is evident to anyone who can read and count."
Insult seemed to be Scalia's goal in
Webster, for he saved his textualist ammunition
for ~other day when he said, "Since today we
contnve to avoid doing it, indeed to avoid almost any decision of national import, I need not
set fo~h my reasons."
A year after Webster, 1989, Scalia advanced his textualist argument for the first time
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Justice Antonin Scalia is
clearly the most flamboyant,
dramatic member of the
United States Supreme Court;
he may be the most
recognized and most admired
conservative in the U.S.
Ironically, of course, abortion has been
d~cided by the political process, although opt
~th the result Scalia would like. Exit polls published by The New York Times showed that
American women helped to elect President
Clinton in 1992, ending 12 years ofRepublican
rule, in part because Clinton supported abortion
while President Bush opposed it.
Nineteen ninety-two was the year the
Supreme Court reaffirmed a right to abortion,
b_ut downgraded it from a "fundamental.right," a
nght demanding the highest deference from the ·
gove~ent, in_Planned Parenthood v. Casey.
when 1t upheld several Pennsylvania restrictions.
The test for abortion laws became undue
burden, an elusive concept that roughly means
that states can make restrictions on abortion unless the restrictions leave a woman with n~ real
choice in the matter. The opinion was written by
the only woman then on the court, Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor.
Rather than recognizing O' ConnQr's
pains in crafting a difficult decision that weakened Roe by upholding Pennsylvania restrictions
such as parental consent, a 24 hour waiting period, an~ the right of the state to offer alternatives to abortion, whether the patient wants to
~e~ the alternatives or not, Scalia scathingly
ms1sted on his absolutist view when he wrote
"It is difficult to maintain the illusion that we ar;
interpreting a Constitution rather than inventing
one, when we amend its provisions so breezily."
.
Sc~a wrote a highly emotional 23-page
dissent agamst abortion, but it was not a textualist
argument. He made two broad points that he
never took the time to explain: 1) The Constitution says absolutely nothing about ·abortion, 2)
Historical traditions have criminalized abortion.

H

"ted hi
. . .
e CI
s own op1D1on m Akron for
f th hi
·cal · ·
-- ·
ence_o_ . e ston . ongms on the Amencan prohib1t10n on abortion, an extremely weak
presentation compared to the careful evidence
on the history of abortio_n !hat Justi~ Blac~un
gathered atthe Mayo Clinic to establish the nght
to abortion in Roe v. Wade.
B
Scali
ed h b .
ecause
a argu t at a ort10n had
not really taken hold after Roe, in a bold contradiction to the O'Connor opinion, Scalia could
have challenged the Roe histo ·t lf
ry 1 se as never
having been accepted. Inexplicably Scalia chose
not to challenge that history in Ca~ey. an omission that could likely haunt his abortion jurisprudence forever, particularly if the issue of abortion, at some future time, were to tum on the
question of its history.
Furthermore, Scalia's lack of challenge,
or at least lengthy discussion of, the Roe history,
when presented with such an opportunity in
Casey. calls into question the usefulness of an
historical method that does not completely analyze, in historical terms, a practice that may have
been prohibited_as early as the Persian Empire in
525 B.C.
.
Scalia concluded his opinion by declarmg that Casey would foreclose "all democratic
outlets for the deep passions this issue arouses
by banishing the issue from the political forum.,;
In fact, as the politically astute Scalia well
understood, Casey encouraged the political process because it permitted states to create restrictions to abortion that were not "an undue burden."
Justice Antonin Scalia is clearly the most
flamboyant, dramatic member of the United
States Supreme Court. Next to President Reagan
and the writer Willi.am F. Buckley, Jr., he may be
the most recognized and most admired conservative in the United States.
By his racial burden shifting, Scalia has
done more for the South than its great rationalizer of slavery, John C. Calhoun. Scalia has helped
to tum the law around on remedial racial legislation and point it back towards the "separate but
equal" doctrine of Plessy v. Ferguson. And no
~oubt Scalia's statue will one day take its place
m the pantheon of heroes to. the South in Richmond, to stand alongside Stonewall Jackson, Jeb
Stuart, Jefferson Davis, and Ronald Reagan.
Yet the delighful ·impression lingers that
Antonin.Scalia could have .done far more for his
conservative beliefs had he exercised a lot more
respect and a lot less abrasiveness toward his
fellow members of the United States Supreme
Court. As constitutional scholar and NYLS professor James F. Simon observed in his book, The
Center Holds, by insulting O'Connor in Webster,
Scalia demonstrated that he was not the kind of
c_onsensus builder who could form court majorities to advance his conservative views or
textualist theory.
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SITE

LOCATION&
START DATE

ALBANY

Albany Law School

STARTING TIME(S)

LOCATION&
START DATE

9AM/I :30PM/6PM

MONMOUTH CTY, NJ
TIJESDA Y - 6/2

Ramada Hotel
I 09 Rte. 36 - West Long Branch

9AM

9AM

TUESDAY - 6/2

ANN ARBOR, Ml

Univ. of Michigan Law School

9AM

MONTREAL, CN
TIJESDA Y - 6/2

McGill Univ.

Georgia State Univ. College of

9AM

NEWARK,NJ
MONDAY-611

Seton Hall Law School

NEWHAVEN,CT
TIJESDAY-6/2

Holiday Inn
30 Whalley Ave.

• NEW ORLEANS, LA
TIJESDA Y - 6/2

Tulane Law School

TUESDAY - 6/2

•ATLANTA.GA
TUESDAY - 6/2

SITE

Law

•AUSTIN,TX
TUESDAY - 6/2
1:30PM

STARTING TIME(S)

9AM/I :30PM/6PM

9AM

9AM

BERKELEY, CA
TUESDAY - 6/2

UC Berkeley - Boalt Hall

Boston Univ. School of Law

9AM/I :30PM/6PM

eNEWTON,MA
MONDAY - 611

Boston College Law School

BOSTON,MA
MONDAY-611

Brooklyn Law School

9AM/I :30P1'i/6PM

PALO ALTO, CA
TUESDAY-612

Stanford Law School

BROOKLYN
MONDAY-611
BUFFALO
TUESDAY - 6/2

SUNY Buffalo School of Law

9AM/1 :30PM/6PM

PHILADELPJilA, PA
TUESDAY - 612

International House
37th St & Chestnut St.

9AM

CAMBRIDGE, J\.1A
MONDAY-611

Harvard Law School

9AM

• PROVIDENCE, RI
TUESDAY-612

Holiday IM Downtown

U0PM

61 Atwells Ave.

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA
TUESDAY - 6/2

Univ. ofVirg,rua School of Law

9AM

QUEENS COUNTY
TUESDAY - 612

St John"s Umv. Law School

9AM

ROCHESTER
TUESDAY - 612

Radisson IM - Airport
175 lc!Terson Ave

ClDCAGO, IL
Hyde Parle
TUESDAY - 6/2

f

Univ. ofClucago School of Law

Gold Coast
TIJESDA Y - 6/2

Northwestern Law School

9AM

CONCORD,NH
TUESDAY - 6/2

Franlclin Pierce Law Center

9AM

DURHAM,NC
TUESOA Y - 6/2

Duke Univ School of Environment

9AM

HAJ\.IDEN, CT

Qumnipiac College School of Law

9AM

HARTFORD, CT
TUESOA Y - 6/2

Umv. of Hartford

9AM

HEMPSTEAD
TIJESDA Y - 6/2

Hofstra Uruv. School of Law

ITHACA
TUESDAY - 6/2

Cornell Law School

LOS ANGELES, CA
TIJESDA Y - 6/2

MIAJ\.U

•so. ROYALTON, VT

TUESDAY - 6/2

1:30PM

9AM/I 30Pl.i/6PM

9AM

9AM

Vermont Law School

1:30PM

• SPRINGFIELD, MA
MONDAY-611

WNEC School of Law

9AM

STATEN ISLAND
TUESDAY-612

Wagner College

9AM

TUESDAY - 612

9MVI .30PM/6Pl\l

SUFFOLK COUNTY
Huntington
TUESDAY - 6/2

Toure College of Law

9AM

Southampton
TUESDAY - 612

Southampton IM
91 H1IIS1.

9AM

SYRACUSE
TUESDAY - 6/2

Syracuse Univ. College of Law

9AM/1 :30PM/6PM

BAR/BRI Office
3280 Motor Ave.

1:30PM

TORONTO,CN
TUESDAY - 612

Ontario Driving Training Center
20 Eglington Ave. East

9AM

Univ. of Miami

1:30PM

WASlllNGTON, DC
TUESDAY - 612

George Washington Law School

9AM/I :30PM/6PM

WlDTE PLAINS
TUESDAY - 612

Pace Univ.

TUESDAY - 6/2

MINNEAPOLIS, MN
TIJESDA Y - 6/2

ROCKLAND COUNTY NanuetIM
TUESDAY - 612
260 West Rte. 59

9AM

Uruv. ofMmnesota Law School

9AM

l\lANHATTAN LOCATIONS

• =TENTATIVE

9AM(LIVE)

MANHATTAN
Midtown
TUESDAY - 5/26

Town Hall
43rd St (bet 6th Ave. & B'way)

Midtown
MONDAY-611

BAR/BR! Lecture Hall
1500 B ' way (at 43rd St.)

Uptown
MONDAY-611

Colwnbia Univ. lnt'I A!Tairs Bldg.

9AM

WallStA.ru
MONDAY-611

College of Insinnce
IOI Mumiy St

6PM

1:30PM/6PM
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